
Fig. 2: Contour maps for solid, sandstone projectiles impacting a

solid, basalt target at 2.5 km/s. Left projectile had no strength

(hydrodynamic), right projectile used a Collins strength model

(Collins et al., 2004)

Using Numerical Modelling To Assess Biomarker Survival In Terrestrial Material 
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Highlights

• Biomarkers within terrestrial meteorites are likely to

survive after impact with the Moon, especially at the lower

end of the range of impact velocities considered.

• Shear heating provides an additional, underappreciated

source of heat within the projectile material at the impact

velocities considered (2.5 and 5 km/s).

• Post-impact cooling timescales heavily influence long-

term biomarker survival.
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Fig. 4: Survival of selected biomarkers in the best-case impact scenario (a and b) and

worst-case impact scenario (c and d). Survival is extrapolated over 100 seconds,

based on a 1 cm diameter sphere whilst radiatively cooling into space (a and c) and

conductively cooling, buried in regolith (b and d)
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Introduction

The Moon’s rich impact history is exemplified by an epoch

circa 3.9 Gyr ago when the terrestrial planets are thought to

have experienced frequent, large-scale impact bombardment.

During this time, Earth would have experienced numerous,

giant, hypervelocity impacts, potentially ejecting terrestrial

material into Moon-crossing orbits. Terrestrial meteorites

could provide a record of terrestrial biomarkers predating the

earliest evidence of life on Earth. Here, we have used the

iSALE-2D shock-physics code [1-3] to determine the pressure

and temperature regimes of simulated terrestrial meteorites

impacting the lunar surface, in order to gauge the survivability

of biomarkers in the projectiles. We also investigate the

influence of shear heating in the projectiles [4].

Simulation Set Up

Results

Conclusions

1. Lower impact velocity (2.5 km/s), lower projectile porosity,

and/or higher target porosity, increases the likelihood of

survival for the projectile and any organic molecules within.

2. Lignin and tryptophan have been shown to survive well in the

range of impact scenarios simulated in this work. Lycophyte

megaspores survive in the most-favourable impact conditions.

3. Small (cm-scale) fragments which are ejected and land on the

lunar surface will radiatively cool quickly (seconds), leading to

the most favourable conditions for biomarker material.
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Fig. 1: Diagram depicting the parameter set up for the suite of simulations

Methods
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Biomarker survival potential increases with:

– Decreasing projectile porosity

– Decreasing projectile velocity

– Increasing target porosity

Other factors influencing biomarker survival:

– Limestone experiences slightly lower

pressures and temperatures vs. sandstone.

– Oblate projectiles experience greater

pressures vs. spherical and prolate

projectiles impacting at the same velocity.

– Prolate projectiles experience greater

temperatures vs. spherical and oblate

projectiles, especially at lower velocities.

Using iSALE-2D [1-3], we simulated impacts using the parameters

described in Fig. 1. To investigate the influence of shear heating, we

compared simulations of a solid sandstone projectile impacting a

solid basalt target at 2.5 and 5 km/s, both with a strength model that

could explicitly resolve shock and shear heating [2] and without

(hydrodynamic) (Fig. 2). The introduction of a strength model greatly

increased the temperatures experienced by the projectile whilst

pressures remained similar. Pressure and temperature regimes were

then compared to known thermal degradation parameters for some

example biomarkers (arginine, valine, glutamine, tryptophan [5], and

lignin [6]), using a modified version of the Arrhenius equation and the

method described by [7]. Pressures and temperatures for a selection

of microfossils which have survived in metamorphosed rocks were

also used for comparison [8]. Cooling timescales for surviving

fragments (1 cm dia.) were considered whilst conductively cooling,

buried in regolith [9] and radiatively cooling into space [10].

Fig. 3: Projectile plots of peak-shock pressures (left), peak-shock temperatures (middle) and post-shock

temperatures (right). Top, best survival potential: solid sandstone projectile after impacting a 70% porous

basalt target at 2.5 km/s. Bottom, worst survival potential: 40% porous sandstone projectile after

impacting a solid basalt target at 5 km/s).

Fig. 5: Survival maps for lycophyte megaspores in solid projectiles impacting

increasingly porous targets (left to right, 10 to 40%). Green = area of survival.
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